Valery KUBAREV
Long live Counterrevolution!
Since October 31, 1517, eve of day of All Sacred, the world moved in a direction of
economic revolutions, at first bourgeois 16 centuries in Holland, 17 centuries of England,
18-19 centuries of France, then socialist. On October, 25 (on November, 7 on new style)
1917 Bolsheviks suited a socialist revolution in honor of 400-anniversary of Reformation,
probably fulfilling the money received by V.V. Lenin from puritans for destruction of Russian
empire. The red banner of Marxism - Leninism was a symbol of Empire of Evil, so
necessary for puritans the USA and the Great Britain for derivation of public opinion of the
population of a planet from own devilish essence. All World of 75 years was confident, that
the Red Dragon of the Apocalypse from the Bible has been connected to the USSR, but the
unexpected death of communism has confused all plans of puritans and Protestants.
The main problem of communism will consist in denying a role of religion and belief
in realization of freedom in economy, a politics and a private life. Charles Marx in 19 century
has noticed in rational, at first sight, the doctrine of liberalism the irrational part connected to
medieval superstitions and mystifications. Unfortunately, he has not understood essence of
the irrationality consisting in a recognition of satanism and leaving from Jesus Christ by fine
steps and deviations, characteristic for puritans, Calvinists and Protestants. It is not
necessary to forget, that the word "Protestant" does not require translation, and the word
"Satan" with Hebrew means "Contradicting". Synonyms - twins.
K. Marx, F. Engels, and behind them V. Lenin have made the deepest theological
mistake, having decided to replace the irrationality not understood truly on blind atheism,
having overthrown all foundations of a society since bible times. This theoretical mistake
has resulted Russia and satellites in huge deprivations, troubles and losses of human and
material riches. It is thought, that secret patrons of Ilyich for certain knew about
inadmissibility of such interpretation of religion and economy and with impatience expected
within decades of end of the social experiment directed on political and physical destruction
of Russia.
Only Russians had time to forget consequences of revolutions in Russia 1905,
bourgeois and socialist 1917, as on light in the beginning of 21 centuries was again remove
a banner of revolutionary struggle, which have picked up (to laughter that) the right liberals
and democrats on behalf of the Apple, Union of Right Forces and accompanying persons.
Now the "right" press in eager rivalry chokes with statements that what class guys were at
authority in Russia in 90th years as they have lead the next bourgeois revolution was able,
having deduced Russia from Communism and having directed in the light capitalist future.
Thus, having destroyed the population of Russia, the capital of the USSR, national pride,
economy, having untied the Chechen war, having disorganized everything, that it was
possible to disorganize. But barbarous privatization has been lead, all accumulation of the
population are selected, the oligarchic capital, the gangster capitalism, corrupt bureaucracy
is created, moral and moral norms of Russian people are destroyed. Probably, it is
elements of new Russian national pride or Cosmo politics.
All these displays of Puritan aggression against Russia 90th years have stumped
practically all population of the country, including intelligence and politicians. Reference
points have disappeared, people have understood, what are deceived, but whom and how?
They have decided, that all is awful and it is better in what to not trust, and there is no
physically time for it. Owing to absence of the information and wide lie the population from
screens of cinemas, TVs, radio, newspapers and magazines citizens of Russia have gone
to happy road endlessly and edges in searches of meal, drink, worthy existence. Time for
meditations by him simply have not left, and that somebody would guess earlier. It that
other, as zombiing of the human consciousness, which are carried out by puritans within
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500 years. In this aspect to puritans is not present equal on a planet. About their
anniversary there were only 13 years.
For management of Russia puritans have involved with " herd of rams » on service
of the most talented and "progressive" economists and politicians of Russia. Their
surnames are known for all, yes they and are not hidden behind backs of Presidents of
Russia. To these people at visiting the western democracies have enabled to familiarize
with most « secret and confidential » achievements of mankind as zombiing books and any
religious literature from which they have learned what exactly they personally belong to the
supreme race on the Earth, called to supervise over peoples and languages. Then to them
have enabled to check up this opportunity over religion on own experience. These
handsome men have received the right or to earn, or simply to steal hundred millions and
billions dollars, as has taken place. It a celebration of correct religion! They and in the truth
over people which are above crowd and restrictions of the law and morals! The second step
became visiting again "confessors" (fathers - pilgrims?) And solemn acceptance in numbers
of completely secret, closed, medieval societies of Satanists. They swore fidelity to the new
owners and Prince of Puritans. As it precisely refers to not so important. Prince of Puritans
also is an embodiment of the Satan on a planet the Earth. It the usual person and when
dies, probably, by « democratic elections » select the following Master of all billionaires on
the Earth.
Prince of Puritans now, Satana in flesh, probably, is the former President the USA
George Bush - the grown-up, or someone from his nearest environment. About this fact
speak completely wild, on the first a sight, the symptoms described in the early Middle
Ages. If the person trusts in Jesus Christ it should believe and in this mysticism. Has arrived
G. Bush to Kiev on May 20-22, 2004. Visit was accompanied by a mass poisoning of babies
of orthodox Ukraine in Kiev and some other cities, caused use of the dairy products
suddenly spoiled for one night. The same picture was observed in Russia in Krasnodar
territory in 2003 in the autumn, accompanying with informal visit Dj. Bush - the grown-up in
« Bocharov Ruchey». It is thought, the checking commissions simply could not find the
reason of a poisoning of dairy products. As other interesting moment two cases of beating
of the President USA G. Bush for last two years. The president has modestly told to world
community, that he the first time has fallen, having choked with a cracker, and the second went for a drive on a lawn on a bicycle and has simply fallen down in row.
Mister the President, do not dissemble, you were beating Prince of Puritans!
It is good still if your it the daddy, and that awkwardly turns out. The greatest
President of the Greatest power of the world also receives on face. It a measure of
democratic development in the USA, nationally chosen President, listens to opinion of
people, but then goes to consult on Prince of Puritans and speaks from his name - the God
to me ordered to make that and that. The good God at the USA and planets the Earth - the
Satan, and the main thing lovely and nice.
The USA and the Great Britain have spent hundred billions dollars from money of tax
bearers for long centuries to generate public opinion not only in the country, but also all over
the world about beauties and achievements of the American democracy and declines any
other country. Washing of brains has constant character and includes distortion of a history,
a politics and religion. Any touch or even a seditious idea on these three whales taboo
cause hysterical reaction of theorists of toleration. A vivid example of the newest history carrying out of parade of the Victory the USA on May 29, 2004 in honor of opening a
memorial of Memory of falling fighters of the American army in battles of the Second World
war. All world with trembling has learned, that war against Germany was won by the USA,
having lost 300000 person. The USSR with losses more than 27 million person, other
countries of an anti Hitler coalition, Jewish people, have simply died on ignorance for a
victory the USA on all fronts. Lie - the ancient weapon of puritans, it still early to hide in
sheath a Calvinism.
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The major dodge of medieval schemers on a manipulation consciousness and life of
people is the theory of plots (conspiracy), which they use many centuries, keeping the small
number. Simple people of America, Europe and all World do not suspect, that are objects of
the greatest deceit and religious orgy of Satanists. I shall note, that simple people of these
countries, including representatives of average and large business, are not our ideological
either direct enemies or contenders. They our probable allies.
Centuries-old work of puritans has generated representation in the world about the
USA and the Great Britain as about locomotives of a history, representatives of progressive
mankind, defenders of religion and democracy all over the world, etc. The concept of
progress and revolution is identified with the USA, democracy with liberalism though it is
completely different subjects.
Let's build logic sequence - a Calvinism, ideology of puritans, secret societies of
puritans, Prince of Puritans, dollar, the USA and the Great Britain: progress and prosperity.
Let's consider a theological basis of these elements and reflection of these concepts
of "New testament".
The Calvinism has created theoretically comfortable motorway from Jesus Christ to
the Satan. Essence of the main doctrine of a Calvinism in Absolute Predefinitions, on which
the person who was become successful and prosperity in any way a priori the righteous
person, and other losers - usual sinners. To the god visible who good, and who bad. If in
this life it has given him wholly and after death of him will not leave. The automatic
indulgence is in the next world guaranteed Got of Calvinists.
Puritans have picked up doctrines of a Calvinism and actively them have developed.
A wreath of ideology of puritans became creation of the state USA. Individualism, system of
values « to the help to itself », divine Electus over people, Atlantes or as them there name,
has led to creation of the American Dream. To achievement of prosperity and material
welfare at any cost. The price is paid by blood, then, sufferings and humiliations of other
people, losers or human stuff.
The Calvinism and Puritan ideology have underlain Anglo-Saxon liberalism, essence
from worship a Satan, recognitions of the superiority of the separate elected person above
other World and God, Jesus Christ. Liberalism has generated set of parties of liberal sense
worldwide, the main stronghold - the Republican Party the USA.
The foreign policy the USA has absorbed all medieval errors and superstitions of
puritans. Unpredictability, impudence, rudeness, deafness to any reasons and arguments basic elements of domination in the world of Redeemer Nation. The God as correct, the
USA righteous persons, and all worlds - sinners, determine any actions the USA. All sins
the USA will be forgiven in future life. Elements of modern war of puritans for domination on
the Earth are the doctrine of the One Polar world, Anglo-Saxon democracy in the USA,
liberalism, Cosmopolitism, Globalize in all displays, conducting cold war as Islamic
international terrorism.
Calvinism, Puritan ideology and various displays of these subjects essence the First
Animal of the Apocalypse. The first animal: John Revelation, 13-3 « … all ground Also
marveled, watching an animal, and has bowed to a dragon who has given authority to an
animal » 13-5 « And the lips have been given to him, speaking is proud and bad … » 13-7 «
And has been given to him to wage war with sacred and to win them; also the authority
above any knee and people, both language and a tribe » 13-8 « has been given to him And
all will bow to it living on the ground … »
Moral aspects of ideology of Calvinists and puritans are described by Protestant ethics.
Most dominating elements of Puritan ethics by German sociologist Max Weber in work «
Protestant ethics and spirit of capitalism » (1904-1905) have been noticed. Weber asserts,
that it was a primary factor of economic success of groups of Protestants at early stages of
the European capitalism as the worldly success was regarded as an attribute of electing,
many aspired to him. The system of values of Protestants and puritans included
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diligence, diligence and, as consequence, success in business undertakings. Contempt of
puritans of all corporal, their confidence, what a religious duty of the person - to receive
fruits from given Got (what? It is thought by the Satan) to each person of opportunities. R.
Tauni's Englishman has specified sights Weber in work « Religion and development of
capitalism » (1926). He considered, that political both social oppression and spirit of
individualism with his system « the help to themselves » and moderations were more
significant, than doctrines of puritans. Subsequently, doctrine of Veber has been subjected
to audit and ignored, since too obviously showed essence of Protestants and puritans, it
have simply played words about influence of many factors simultaneously, and the
Calvinism became not main, but the minor and tenth factor.
Diligence, diligence, success as positive qualities of the person at all do not
contradict Orthodoxy, Moslem and Judaism, but should be supplemented not with
Puritanism and Protestantism, and universal values. Kindness, a collectivism, participation
in affairs near.
The tool of domination of puritans on the Earth is the technical subject - dollar. The
maxim « money is familiar to all do not smell ». For puritans any money are good, even
impregnated with blood of millions people.
So, the second Animal of the Apocalypse is the US dollar. 13-11 « I Also have seen
the second animal leaving the ground … and He spoke as a dragon » 13-12 « operates
before him with all authority of the first animal and forces all ground and living on it to
worship the first animal … » 13-16 « And he will make that everything, small and great, rich
and poor, free and to slaves, the tracing on right their hand or on head them will be
necessary, » 13-17 « and that is impossible for anybody will neither buy, nor to sell, besides
who has this tracing, either a name of an animal, or number of his name ». 13-18 « Here
wisdom. Who has mind, that will consider number of an animal, for this number human;
number his six hundred sixty six ».
It is strange to see the concrete help in a prediction. We shall note, that the Arabian
figures have appeared in circulation only 800-1000 years ago and, accordingly, the
Apocalypse is written not earlier than 11-13 centuries. The image of a Trade Mark of dollar
also is those three six - $. On a plane two six are visible schematically, revolved in the
parties from each other. It is not visible to the third, but this image on a plane of threedimensional object. The strip, crossing two six, also is a projection to a plane of the third six.
Thus, the engine of economy of the advanced capitalist countries and their satellites
is the subject of religion and belief, hence, economy - essence religion and belief, instead of
the rational and scientifically proved matter.
For achievement of success in this life the Protestant and the puritan reject aside all
reserves and the restrictions connected to Christianity, stopping opportunities of an
individual on accumulation of dirty money and infringements mental and not mental norms
and rules. For this purpose Protestants and puritans have thought up to not use in a life the
main creed of Christians - a cross. From seven sacraments of Christian church puritans
recognize only two. This participle and a christening. The participle was made many
centuries in the closed mode only recently they began to start up on the services of usual
Christians though crushes in their churches it is not observed.
The highest rates of accumulation of riches are observed at people in young and
middle age, therefore puritans release themselves from a christening for an opportunity to
make any sins during an active phase of a life, worship a Satan that then to an old age to
be christened and wash off from itself a shame and mortal sins of the last years. They
consider normal to be christened on the average, and it is better old age. Not Cross people
can easy be considered as parishioners of Protestant and Puritan churches.
That puritans not fire, they have thought up dodge as the Confession of Faith. They
do not trust in the Christianity, therefore loudly declare the Christian essence. It is manner
of a chameleon to accept color of a subject on which sits. Protestants all history refer to the
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Act of Toleration accepted by 24.05.1689 parliament of England. This Act did not concern
Catholics, especially Orthodox, Moslems and Jews. The Act spoke that puritans can make
the divine services.
Puritans deny existence of institutes of management by church, the state. They
consider possible believing to make to each group divine service under own discretion, for
them the unique priest on the ground Jesus Christ. Besides puritans are sure, that Jesus
Christ has made the feat not for all people, but only for them, elite. Who has managed to
acquire riches any ways, killed, plundered, swindled, used slaves. Not important, they the
people elected by the God.
Puritans and Protestants at all Christians, and the swindlers using Christian slogans
for concealment of service to the Satan. As any deviation from Jesus Christ, results
opposition of the person of religion only in one party. To a devil.
For own safety puritans had to hide the representations about a life, religions,
churches, business for family seals of secret. The following step of display of leaving to the
Satan became secret societies of puritans, first of which have appeared, probably, in 16
century. Now many billionaires, multimillionaires, Presidents enter into these societies the
USA, officials of the supreme rank the USA and the Great Britain. About these societies
practically it is not known, but owing to availability of the information and publicity recently
we have learned about the youthful organizations of puritans. These societies are formed in
strongholds of ideology of puritans the USA in Harvard and Jell. At first sight innocent
student's societies are the first step in multilayered hierarchy of puritans. The most known
sect of puritans - students it « the Skull and Bones » Jell university. The grandfather, father,
son Bush, even the democrat and the mason, the candidate from democrats on presidential
elections of 2004 G. Kerry. In young years to students hammer into a head, that if they will
follow belief and religion of Satanists by an old age they will be rich and powerful, and
before death will accept a christening and will get straight in paradise. That only the elected
Satan to people grants success and prosperity in this life, and dodge with Christianity will
provide hit in paradise after death.
The supreme display of secret societies of puritans is the Prince of Puritans elected
by the lowest masters. Actually Prince of Puritans also is Satan in flesh. Puritans have
imposed to all World an image of the Satan as a monster or a dragon with wings, horns and
other idiotic attributes. Actually he the usual person named by Prince of Darkness, but his
word and the acts contradicting to Jesus Christ, do by his embodiment of forces of Evil. All
have forgotten, that in the beginning there was "Word". Prince of Puritans also is the Red
Dragon of the Apocalypse of Sacred John. He is accompanied with two animals - ideology
of puritans and dollar.
The state superstructure of domination of puritans on the Earth are the USA and the
Great Britain. These states have washed out brains to all world about the Absolute Role of
the director of a global history and destinies of separate peoples and people. The concept
of progress and revolution became synonyms of these embodiments Satanism on a planet.
Bourgeois revolutionaries are admirers of the theological doctrine of Absolute
Predefinitions. Communistic revolutionaries - admirers of theological atheism.
On May 5, 2004, I, Kubarev Valery Viktorovich, Prince of Light, have declared the beginning
of the Armageddon. The historical epoch bourgeois and socialist revolutions has ended.
Rubicon is gone. Now the concept of progress will be connected to counterrevolution which
will put the world back from a head on legs, will return current of a history in the frameworks
predicted by Sacred John. The world and prosperity within 1000 are promised to us. Falling
last Empire in the person the USA is detailed are described in Sacred John Revelations (my
comments in work « the Armageddon in souls of people »).
Our planet and its peoples live hundreds years in the virtual validity created by domination
of puritans - Satanists. Modern Satanists essence the respectable sirs despising other
world of people. They went to the purpose of world supremacy almost 500
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years, and to us is prepared to destroy their locks from sand for 13 years and to meet the
500-anniversary Satanism a victory of forces of Light. Virtual representations of puritans
about the Apocalypse speak as about accident of universal scale and the death of a
civilization on the Earth. It simply lie. Only the civilization of puritans will be destroy without
blood and death, wars and violence. The word the Apocalypse means in translation with
Greek - Revelation, instead of measure. Apogee of counterrevolution the Armageddon
becomes. The Armageddon means on old the Jewish language a place of a meeting of
forces of Light and Darkness. Puritans display spiritual sphere on material, such fight in our
world simply is not possible. The Armageddon is ideological and political strike for souls,
minds and hearts of people on all planet. Members of the Party of Orthodox Democracy
and people sympathizing it will make Troops of Light. It is thought to avoid superfluous
mysticism, we shall name my followers Valerians.
Valerians should rally all society, all over again Russia, then all world for an
ideological opposition to puritans. We should incorporate all best achievements of religion,
public attitudes, progress, a science, technical equipment, technology and education. All
educated people, talents or geniuses in any area our best friends and colleagues. We
should release consciousness of people from centuries of darkness, lie and Satanism,
spiritually change a society. Base of our ideology - observance of bases of Orthodoxy, the
Islam and Judaism. Each faith should adapt the general doctrines for the adherents so that
we were a uniform free society of free people. Valerians will construct not a society of
consumers, and a society of businessmen, managers, scientific and technical, creative
intelligence.
Concerning to money and adherence of all people to their accumulation. Earn
money so much, how many can, spend them or store, if you will be true to
Orthodoxy, the Islam or Judaism your earnings will be consecrated by our God.
« It is more convenient to pass to a camel through eagle ears, rather than rich enter
Empire of Got » (Matthew 19:24; Mark 10:25; John 18:25).
Jesus Christ's this sermon concerned all Christians till the period of the Armageddon.
We have lived up to this term, therefore the aspiration to money and a good life any more is
not a sin. Try in the affairs and words to keep morals and morals of our fathers and
ancestors; trust in God and all will be good. This last sin to you will be released.
The main secret of puritans and Satanists consists that Freedom, the History,
the Politics, Economy are subjects of belief and religion, instead of objective and
rational substances.
Orthodoxy, Islam and Judaism become that irrational grain of our Freedom, the
History, the Politics and Economy which will return to earthmen their planet which selected
by Satanists and has been torn up on millions of scraps, scraps from black evening.
I, Prince of Light, release all puritans from an oath given by them to Prince of
Puritans. Compatriots, spit you upon him and pound, return dollars to Russia, change them
for rubles, forget the mistakes, to do penance before people and Orthodox Church. We
shall accept all back without humiliations and prosecutions. Jesus Christ with us. Other
peoples should reflect on the future, be released from fetters of ideology of puritans, return
to a bosom of Orthodoxy, Moslem or Judaism.
05.06.2004.
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